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THE SECRET DOCTRINE:
THE SYNTHESIS OF ScIENCE, RELIGION, AND PHILOSOPHY,
BY

H. P. BLAVATSKY,
WITH A COPIOUS INDEX AND A GLOSSARY OF TERMS.

h, all ages, and in all lands, the belief has existed that a Divine degree
of knowledge is possible to human beings under certain conditions; and,
as a corollary to this, the conviction has dwelt in the hearts of the people
that living men exist who possess this knowledge-whether they be called
sages, philosophers, adepts, or by any other name.
In aDcient times this knowledge was taught and communicated in the
I I Mysteries," of which traces have been found among all the nations of the
earth, from Japan through China and India to America, and from the frozen
north to the islands of the South Pacific.
In modern times the existence of this knowledge has been divined by
different scholars and students, who have called it by various names, of
which .. The Secret Wisdom" is one.
The author of this work has devoted more than forty years of her life
to the study and acquisition of this knowledge; she has gained admittance
as a student to some of the Secret Schools of this Wisdom, and has learned
to know and appreciate its extent and value.
The purpose of the preSent work, then, is to lay before the thinking
world so much of this .. Hidden Wisdom" as it is thought expedient to
make known at present to men in genera\.
In her earlier work, .. Isis Unveiled," the author dwelt with Science
and Theology from a critical standpoint. But little of the positive Esoteric
teaching of the Secret Wisdom was there brought forward, though many
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hints and suggestions were thrown out. These will find a fuller explanation in the present volumes.
The publication of Mr. Sinnett's "Esoteric Buddhism" was a first attempt to supplement the negative and purely critical attitude of ,. Isis Unveiled" by a positive and systematic scheme. The way has thus been prepared for this work; and the reader of the books just referred to will find
those outlines, which were only sketched in the earlier presentations of the
subject, filled in and elaborated i~ the two volumes now offered for his con,
sideration.
The first of these volumes .contains Book 1. of the "Secret Doctrine,"
and is concerned mainly with the evolution of Kosmos. It is divided into
three parts.
Part I. commences with an introduction explaining the philosophical
basis of the system. The skeleton of this book is formed by seven stanzas,
translated from the Secret Book of Dzyan, with commentary and explana·
tions by the translator. This work is among the oldest MSS. in the world;
it is written in the Sacred Language of the Initiates, and constitutes the
text-book which was the basis of the oral instruction imparted during the
Mysteries.
A section of the work devoted to the consideration of the bearings of
some of the views advanced upon modem science follows the stanzas.
Some probable objections from this point of view are met by anticipation,
and the scientific doctrines at present in vogue on these questions are considered and compared with those put forward in this work.
Part II. is devoted to the elucidation of the fundamental symbols contained in the great religions of the world, particularly the. Christian, the
Hebrew, and the Brahmanical.
Part III. forms the connecting link between Book I., which deals with
the Genesis of Kosmos, and Book II. (forming the second volume), whicb
treats of the Evolution of Man.
The arrangement of Vol. 2 is similar to that of Vol. I.
Part I. contains a series of Stanzas from the Book of Dayan, which
describe the Evolution of Humanity in our cycle. This is followed by a
discussion of the scientific issues raised, with special reference to the modem hypothesis that man and the ape are descended from a common ancestor.
Part II. embraces a series of chapters explaining the symbols typifying
the evolutionary history of mankind in various religions, particularly the
Biblical account of the Creation and Fall of Man given in Genesis.
Part Ill. contains matter supplementary to Books 1. and II., dealing
with questions which could not be previously discussed at adequate lengtb
without breaking the sequence of the narrative.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME I.
BOOK I.-COSMOGENESIS.
PART

I.

IntroducHon.- The Seven Stanzas from the Boo~ of Dzyan, with Commentary and Explanations: The Night of the Un.iverse-The Awakening of
Kosmos-The Beginnings of DitTerentiation-The Septenary Hierarchy of
Divine Powers-Our World: Its Growth and Development-The Dawn of
Humanity-Summary and Conclusion.
ADDENDUM.

Reasons for this Addendum-Modern Physics are Playing at Blind Man's
Buff-An Lumen Sit Corpus Nee Non ?-Is Gravitation a Law?-The
Theories of Rotation in Science-The Nature of Force and the Atom-The
Scientific Theory of Force attacked by a Man of Science-Life-force or
Gravity?-An Analysis of the so-called "Elements" of Science-On the
Elements and Atoms-Scientific and Esoteric Evidence for,' and objections
to, the Nebular Theory-Forces. Modes of Motion, or Intelligences-which?
-Summary of the respective Positions.
PART II.
Explanatory Sec/ions on Symbolism and tile Eastern Presentation of
tke Secret Cosmograpky.-Symbolism and Ideographs-The Mystery Language-The Symbolism of the Cross and Circle-Primordial Substance and'
Divine Thought-Chaos, Theos, Kosmos-The Mundane Egg-The Hidden
Deity: Its Symbols and Glyphs-The Lotus as a Universal Symbol-Deus
Lunus-Theogony of the Creators-The Seven Creations-The Monad and
its Origin-Gods, Monads, and Atoms.

Ill.
. Narada and Asura Maya-The Chronology of the Brahmins-Exoteric
and Esoteric Chronology-The Primeval Manus of Humanityr--The Approximate Duration of Ages and Race's-Calculations illustrating the DivisionsThe Racial Divisions-The Seventh Manu and our Mankind.
PART

VOLUME II.
BOOK H.-ANTHROPOGENESIS.
PART

I.

Introduction.-I. On the Archaic Stanzas, and the Four Prehistoric Continents. 2. Anthropogenesis in the Secret Volume.
Section I.-General Evolution under the guidance of the Seven Creators
-Primeval Creations and Failures-Creation of Divine Beings in the Exoteric
Accounts-Nature unaided fails-The various Fabricators of Man-Various
primeval modes of Procreation-The three prime"al Races-Evolution of
Animals from the atoms ofthe three·primeval Races.
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Section Il-From the Divine down to the first Human Races-The Evolution and Involution of Man-The I I Fan "-Upon the nature of the Sons of
I I Dark Wisdom "-The I I Secret of Satan "-On the Identity ~nd Dii"erence
of the Incarnating Powers-Ancient and Modern Views of Satan, and of the
Astral Light: I I His abode...
Section IIl-A Panoramic View of the Early Races-On the Third Race
after its Fall-etc., etc.• etc.
Section IV. - On Ancient Submerged Continents - On the Original
Lemuria and the Wisdom thereof--The Ancient Zodiacs, and what their
Records teach us- The Religion of the Prehistoric Races-The Divine
Dynasties-The Giants of AtIantis-etc., etc.
Section V.-Giants, Civilizations, and Submerged Continents traced in
History-Statements about the Sacred Islands and Continents in the Classics explained esoterically-Western .Speculations founded on Greek and
PurAnic Accounts-Witnesses in Stone-Other Cyclopean Ruins and Colossal
Stones as Witnesses to Giants-Concerning Edens, Serpents, and Nagalsetc., etc., etc.
ADDENDUM:
Human evolution according to modern science contrasted and compared
with the teachings of Esoteric Science, etc., etc., etc.
PART II.
CHAPTERS ON SYMBOLISM.
The Holy of Holies-The .. Sons of God" and the Sacred IslandI I Adam-adami" and other names-Nebo of Birs-Nimroud-etc., etc., etc.
I!tIDEX AND GLOSSARY.
The subscription price will be $7.';0 for the :z volumes, provided it is
forwarded before publication.
The price, after publication, will be $10.50.
Postage additional, in each case, So cts.
Names and addresses of subscribers, accompanied by the amount of the
subscription, should be sent to WILLIAM Q. JUDGE, P. O. Box :z6S9, New
York City, in postal orders, banker's drafts, or cheques.
American orders will be filled directly upon publication, from the office
of the PATH, P. O. Box :z6S9, New York.
NOTICE.
Four additional pages will be added to the PATH, August issue, to make
up for those used by preceding circular.
And as the spider moving upward by his thread gains free space, thus also
he who meditates, moving upward by the known word Om, gains independence.-Ujllllis"atJ.
OM.
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The Theosophical Soci~!y, as such, is nol responsible for any opinion or
declaration in Ihis magazine, h' whomsoever expressed, unless conlained in an
ojJicial documenl.

W.here any article, or statement, has the author's name attached, he
alone is responsible, and. for those which are unsigned, the Editor will be
accountable.
•

(gHE BHAGA VAD-GI1llA.
CHAPTER THIRD.
The first two verses of this chapter express a doubt arising in Arjuna's
mind, !Uld contain a .request for its solution and for a method by which he
may attain perrect knowledge-salvation. They are:
"If, according to thy opinion, 0 thou who givest all that men ask! the
use of the understanding be superior to the practise of deeds, why then dost
thou urge me to engage in an undertaking so dreadful as this?
Thou, as it were, confoundest my reason with a mixture of sentiments;
with certainty declare one method by which I may obtain happiness, and
explain it unto me."
The doubt arose because the Ble~ Lord had declared that Arjuna
must reach salvation by the right use of his understanding, and yet all10
must perform the dreaded act of opposing, perhaps slaying, his friends,
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